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PPAANNDDOORRAA’’SS  CCHHAARRMMSS  SSTTIILLLL  PPOOPPUULLAARR  BBUUTT  CCOOUULLDD  LLOOSSEE  SSPPAARRKKLLEE  
((JJCCGG,,  LLOONN::SSIIGG//SSIIGG,,  OOMMXX::PPNNDDOORRAA,,  TTIIFF))  

Susan Jennings Kantari, sjk@blueshiftideas.com 
With additional research by Cheryl Meyer 
 
BACKGROUND/DESCRIPTION 

 Denmark-based Pandora A/S’ (OMX:PNDORA) charm bracelets have seen astounding growth, with 3Q10 
revenue up 83.6% year to year. Non-charm jewelry lines constituted 20.4% of Pandora’s revenue in 3Q10—a 
10.5% increase from last year—showing promise in the company’s ability to perform beyond its charms. 
Pandora is expanding through its Compose earring collection and a line of Swiss-made watches with 
interchangeable bezels and straps. Some stores already have the watches in stock, but distribution is 
expected to be widespread by Valentine’s Day 2011 following some production delays. Meanwhile, Pandora’s 
focus on its concept stores may be isolating its resellers, which helped build the brand. 

 
 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 Are Pandora’s charm bracelets a fad? Will its non-charm jewelry lines create substantial growth? 
 
 
INITIAL FINDINGS 

 Charm bracelets will remain popular through the holidays, according to all five customers and six of 
seven retailers and Pandora competitors. 

 Considered the “Kleenex” of charm bracelet makers, Pandora stands to benefit from these reportedly 
strong holiday sales and from knockoffs broadening the trend rather than threatening the company. 

 However, two customers, a jewelry designer/store owner, and a jewelry expert believe the charm 
bracelet trend will die down within the next few years. Pandora’s shift to non-charm jewelry will be 
essential given its current reliance on charm jewelry revenue. 

 Customers and retailers gave mixed reviews to Pandora’s non-charm jewelry. One customer said 
Pandora’s watches were priced lower than she expected. 

 No silo reported discounting of Pandora products. 
 

 
INITIAL DATA 

Silos: Customers (5), Pandora retailers (3), competing retailers and jewelry designers (4), and a jewelry expert (1) 
Additional Sources: Industry publications (2) and industry blogs (2) 
 
 
SILOS 

Customers 
 30-year-old woman, Texas 

This source said Pandora’s charm bracelets are a trend that soon will fade, but she expects the company’s 
new products to be popular. She has bought the charms in the past for children’s gifts and plans to purchase a 
Pandora watch for herself early next year. The watch collection is priced lower than she expected. 

 “I am a native of Denmark and am very familiar with Pandora products.” 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
mailto:sjk@blueshiftideas.com
http://www.pandoragroup.com/
http://www.pandoragroup.com/~/media/Files/Corporate/PDF/PANDORACompany%20AnnouncementNo15UK11112010FINAL.ashx
http://www.pandora.net/en-US/jewellery/ranges/earrings?CollectionId=ef2a222e-0087-47cc-ac80-7703a1afedce
http://www.pandora.net/en-US/watches
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I wouldn’t be interested in 
buying their other jewelry, 
especially a watch. I don’t even 
own a watch anymore. 

Pandora Customer 
California 

When I looked at their watches, I 
was surprised that the price 
wasn’t any higher. I think Pandora 
is pricing conservatively now. 

Pandora Customer 
Texas 

 “Their charm bracelets seem to be a passing fad. 
Maybe it is just my feelings about charm bracelets in 
general. I have bought them for my daughter, and the 
quality was wonderful but I would never wear a 
charm bracelet. I am sure Pandora’s superb quality 
will gain more customers through new products.” 

 “I’m looking forward to Pandora adding to their line of 
bracelets. I definitely would buy something from them 
that is more mainstream or classic. I have looked into 
their new watches and plan to get one in January. Maybe they will have some after-Christmas sales 
although I have not seen any Pandora discounts.” 

 “I just don’t know enough about charm bracelets to know of any other competing brands. I would not 
be looking into knockoffs. I think quality is worth paying for.” 

 “With Pandora’s quality, I do think their new products, whether they are earrings or watches, will sell 
well, especially in the U.S. We spend a lot more and buy a lot more here.” 

 “When I looked at their watches, I was surprised that the price wasn’t any higher. I think Pandora is 
pricing conservatively now.” 

 “Pandora is popular with teens and young women. I think the new lines will gain popularity with 
more women my age.” 

 
 40-something woman, California 

This jewelry shopper expects charm bracelets, particularly Pandora’s, to become more popular but eventually 
to go out of style. She owns Pandora charms, but now thinks of them as “tacky.” She had not seen any 
discounts on Pandora jewelry. Knockoffs could threaten Pandora’s position. 

 “I think Pandora will gain popularity for a while but will go out of style. Not that many people even 
know about it. I think many people, myself included, appreciate the more classic and simple pieces. 
The loaded charm bracelets from Pandora are a little tacky.” 

 “I’ve only bought a couple of the charms from Pandora, and it’s not likely I’ll buy more this year. If it’s 
a craze I think it will last a while longer, but the classic pieces will have staying power.” 

 “Charms and beads are gaining popularity, though, 
because people think they are making something, 
participating, expressing themselves. I enjoy using single 
pieces and creating my own designs. I have purchased 
three or four charms in the past and made gifts using 
other items from other places that are not that 
expensive.” 

 “I wouldn’t be interested in buying their other jewelry, 
especially a watch. I don’t even own a watch anymore, 
and I think there have been reports about how watches are actually going out of style because 
everyone is using their cell phones for clocks now.” 

 “I’ve noticed that in the Pandora store they never seem to have any sales going on at all. I look for 
bargains, and they really don’t offer them.” 

 “I can see how knockoffs might pose a threat to Pandora if they can offer the variety that Pandora has 
and if they can lower the prices. I think there’s always a market for anything similar to what is trendy 
if it is offered at a lower price.” 

 
 59-year-old woman, Toronto 

This IT consultant believes Pandora is gaining in popularity while other traditional charm bracelets are less 
popular. Although she sees Pandora’s charm bracelets as somewhat faddish, she also believes they have 
staying power because of their personalization. 

 “I had never heard of Pandora until a year or so ago when my sister got a bracelet. Now I see the 
bracelets everywhere, so I would definitely say they are gaining popularity.” 

 “The people I know who have the [Pandora] bracelets are in their 40s or 50s.” 
 “I still want to buy some additional charms for my bracelet, but I probably will buy fewer than I did. I 

have two clips and I want to fill the space between them. After that, I’m not sure.” 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
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They have real potential to be a 
long-lasting product, but Pandora 
needs to bring out a lot more 
charms and keep them relatively 
affordable. 

Pandora Customer 
Ireland 

I don’t know any of my friends who 
have purchased Pandora’s other 
jewelry. I have seen it in the store, but 
it seems expensive and I don’t like it 
as much as the charm bracelets. 

Pandora Customer 
New Jersey 

 “Nothing lasts forever! However, because they can [be] personalized, I think they’ll have staying 
power.” 

 “I haven’t seen any discounts.” 
 “I don’t want to buy fakes. If I have a Pandora bracelet, I want the real thing. Having said that, I do 

know people who are more interested in just filling their bracelet or buying a bracelet with all of the 
charms on it already, where the entire bracelet is about the same price as one Pandora charm.” 

 “I saw [Lise Aagaard Copenhagen A/S’] Trollbeads jewelry on St. Maarten, as well as some others. ... 
I’ve also seen a large billboard advertising a similar bracelet from the Bay.” 

 
 28-year-old woman, Ireland 

This source said Pandora’s charm bracelets are gaining in popularity. She said knockoffs do not threaten 
Pandora, and she believes the company could protect its position by holding prices while frequently 
introducing new charms. 

 “I’m afraid I’ve fallen in love with Pandora. I want to 
build my charm collection.” 

 “I started collecting after seeing my friends’ 
[Pandora items].” 

 “I’ve got the silver barrel clasp bracelet and just two 
charms so far, the suitcase and the sun, moon and 
stars. I’m soon to add a snowman.” 

 “They have real potential to be a long-lasting 
product, but Pandora needs to bring out a lot more 
charms and keep them relatively affordable.” 

 “I see a lot of people liking the festive charms [for] Halloween and Christmas.” 
 “Pandora is much like Apple, I’ve discovered. They don’t vary their prices really.” 
 “My sister-in-law wears Amore & Baci charms, which are really pretty too. I don’t know of anyone 

who wears the cheap imitations.” 
 

 30-year-old female, New Jersey 
This customer reported growing popularity for charm bracelets, particularly Pandora’s. The company faces 
little threat from such competitors as Signet Jewelers Ltd.’s (LON:SIG/SIG) Kay Jewelers, J. Crew Group Inc. 
(JCG), Trollbeads and Tiffany & Co. (TIF). She does not think Pandora’s new products will sell as well as its 
charms. 

 “Charm bracelets of all kinds are in style right now. J. Crew is showing the old-fashioned kind, with 
big charms. Tiffany’s has their really popular silver heart tag one. People like that you can 
personalize them and they really don’t go out of 
style.” 

 “I just got my first Pandora bracelet in August, but 
most of my friends have had theirs for about a 
year. I was one of the last to get one.” 

 “I have seen ads for competitors’ charm bracelets 
that look just like Pandora, but I wouldn’t buy 
them. It would be like buying a fake designer 
handbag.” 

 “I don’t know any of my friends who have 
purchased Pandora’s other jewelry. I have seen it in the store, but it seems expensive and I don’t like 
it as much as the charm bracelets.” 

 
 
Pandora Retailers/Store Visits 

 National jewelry store sales associate, Texas 
This source, who said his store serves as a Pandora Boutique, said Pandora sales have grown, and expects 
Pandora charms to be in demand well into the next decade. He also said the Compose earrings are a big hit; 
customers have been coordinating them with Pandora necklaces and bracelets. He said competitors jumping 
on the charm bracelet bandwagon will only strengthen the trend and benefit Pandora. 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
http://www.trollbeads.com/
http://www.thebay.com/store.cfm?ckey=CA&lang=eng
http://www.pandora.net/en-US/jewellery/ranges/charms/790362
http://www.pandora.net/en-US/jewellery/ranges/charms/790128
http://www.pandora.net/en-US/jewellery/ranges/charms/790128
http://www.pandora.net/en-US/jewellery/ranges/charms/790374
http://www.amoreebaci.com/site.html
http://www.kay.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/home%7C10101%7C10001%7C-1%7C?cm_mmc=google-_-keywords-_-branded_terms-_-kay_jewelers
http://www.jcrew.com/womens_category/jewelry.jsp
http://www.tiffany.com/Shopping/Category.aspx?cid=287463&mcat=148204
http://www.tiffany.com/shopping/CategoryBrowse.aspx?cid=288216&mcat=148204#p+1-n+12-cg+viewPaged-c+288216-s+5-r+101543408+0-t+-ri+-ni+1-x+-pu+-f+
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I know other companies are jumping on 
the charm bandwagon. That’s a good 
thing as it creates the trend. Everyone 
wants to wear charms, but if you wear 
Pandora, then you’re wearing the best 
quality available. 

Sales Associate, Jewelry Store 
Texas 

I don’t know how well the watches will 
sell, but I think our earrings will do 
well. The new additions should really 
broaden our visibility as a jewelry 
chain, not just a charm bracelet 
company. 

Store Manager, Pandora Retailer 
California 

Store Observations: At 2 p.m. on a Thursday, this new store’s parking lot was full. The store’s front four 
counters featured Pandora products, including seasonal charms and the Compose earrings. Pandora 
pamphlets and booklets were stacked throughout the store, which had two associates dedicated to Pandora. 
Four customers were waiting. One was buying additional charms for bracelets she gave to her two daughters-
in-law last Christmas. Another customer wanted to buy her cheerleading daughter a full bracelet in school 
colors. A third customer was seeking a starter bracelet to celebrate her young daughter’s first piano recital. 
The fourth customer was finalizing her purchases. 

 “It’s true that charm bracelets of the past were considered trendy. However, that trend lasted for 
many, many years. Pandora’s bracelets are so well-made that they are going to be keepsakes, maybe 
even heirlooms for some.” 

 “Our sales are much better than last year’s as this store is relatively new in this area. Pandora is just 
getting stronger here. I think this growth will go well into the next decade.” 

 “Customers in this area are starting their daughters on bracelets as early as age six. I think that’s 
early for such a nice gift, but it is commonplace here. We also sell a lot of bracelets for the schools, 
especially during football season for cheerleaders, dancers, color guard and band members. We make 
sure we have the school colors in stock.” 

 “This company will continue well into the 
future. Any new line will only continue the 
company’s growth for anyone who wants 
something other than charms or even for 
those wanting to continue adding 
coordinating pieces to a charm collection.” 

 “Our new line of Compose earrings have 
really taken off too. Women are matching 
bead colors with the earrings, necklaces, and 
bracelets. We’re finding many ways to layer 
and mix all the pieces.” 

 “All Pandora products run in the same price range. I don’t think customers will be surprised when 
they see the new earrings.” 

 “Pandora is a very smart company. They ‘retire’ certain charms each season, making those specific 
ones much more expensive and wanted. Again, I don’t think they will lose any popularity for at least 
10 years. I know other companies are jumping on the charm bandwagon. That’s a good thing as it 
creates the trend. Everyone wants to wear charms, but if you wear Pandora, then you’re wearing the 
best quality available.” 

 “Anyone successful is copied, which is true flattery. I don’t think the knockoffs will have any effect on 
our clientele.” 

 “I do not know of any discount sales we have planned for Pandora, but I do know you can find them 
cheaper at online outlets. I have to warn you that several of these charms have been sold as Pandora 
when they really are not.” 

 “We do know about the Pandora watch, but Pandora is keeping it under wraps. I have no idea about 
the price. I expect the watches to reach our market in late February or early spring.” 

 
 Pandora store retail manager, California 

This manager reported a seasonal sales increase for charms and starter sets and thinks the earrings will do 
well. This store carried the new watches along with earrings which the manager thought would help broaden 
the brand visibility. She has heard of competing brands but believes Pandora’s quality sets it apart. 
Store Observations: This store is quite small and high-end feeling. Only one customer was present. All 
inventory, including the new watches, was packed in 
small, glass display cases. 

 “We’ve seen a little bit of pickup since 
November with charm sales for Christmas. 
Everyone in this mall says sales are down 
though, and that’s to be expected because of 
the economy.” 

 “I don’t know how well the watches will sell, 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
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“[Pandora’s popularity] is a regional thing. 
There are parts of the country where maybe 
it’s still growing. I know a couple of guys in 
California that are saying it’s starting to 
drop off a little bit. It [also] depends on how 
mature that market is and how mature 
Pandora is in the market. 

Jewelry Designer & Store Manager 
New York 

but I think our earrings will do well. The new additions should really broaden our visibility as a 
jewelry chain, not just a charm bracelet company.” 

 “I’ve heard that Donatella [sold at Macy’s Inc./M] is a good line, but, frankly, I think our name appeals 
to a very savvy customer. As much as they might have the ability to compete on the price level, they 
won’t be able to replace the cache of family of Pandora products or what they stand for.” 

 “Beads are popular because they are not exclusively for one kind of customer. They are so uniquely 
different from one another and can be worn with so many different styles that they include a range of 
customer and different age groups.” 

 “If there are any items we aren’t seeing as much interest in lately, it’s probably the colored pearls and 
birthstone Compose pieces. They are not as popular as the charms.” 

 
 Pandora store sales associate, Los Angeles 

This sales associate reported increased sales year to year and expects good demand in light of the store’s 1-
year anniversary celebration. The store had just received a shipment of the new Pandora watches and could 
not yet comment on the line’s sales. 
Store Observations: The store did not have any customers during Blueshift’s 10-minute visit starting at 4:30 
p.m. on a Thursday. All four clerks were unpacking boxes. Despite all of its merchandise, the store was not 
promoting its inventory or offering a sale. The store appeared more of a showcase room than a retailer. 

 “Sales are strong. We’re coming up on a year here in the store in December. We had a strong 
November and think we’re going to have a good holiday season overall.” 

 “We just got our new watches in so it’s too soon to say how they are selling, but we think they’ll be 
popular.” 

 
 

Pandora Competitors 
 Jewelry designer and store owner, New York 

This source said sales of charm bracelets have leveled off and could die down in the next few years, but he 
predicted jewelry sales would increase 10% to 15% in 2011 year to year. He said sales for Pandora retailers 
continue to grow in some regions but lag in others such as California. The margins Pandora gives retailers 
reportedly are too low, which will hurt Pandora-based retailers when the charm trend dies down. 

 “I think it’s a trend that’s maybe getting around to peaking and there are maybe a couple years left of 
growth. [But] after you fill up a bracelet, then what do you do? … For the most part, once people load 
up their bracelet they are done unless they want to get a second one or a necklace, but that will be a 
tougher sell.” 

 “[Pandora is] selling like crazy. Friends of mine are doing a million dollars a year of Pandora out of 
their stores. And [Pandora is] saying there is still some growth in it.” 

 “I know there are stores that are doing big business with [Pandora]. My experience in the last 30 
years is that those [customers] will not be there to buy the diamonds when the whole Pandora craze 
dies off, which it will. The biggest dealer in my market of Pandora is more of a gift store—not even a 
jewelry store.” 

 “[Pandora’s popularity] is a regional 
thing. There are parts of the country 
where maybe it’s still growing. I know a 
couple of guys in California that are 
saying it’s starting to drop off a little bit. 
It [also] depends on how mature that 
market is and how mature Pandora is in 
the market.” 

 “When [Pandora] came to me about 
three years ago, [it was] on a push to get 
into fine jewelers. I ... discovered quickly 
that I wouldn’t be able to work with them. I do carry a line of beads—Chamilia—but, frankly, I don’t 
even like them.” 

 “[There are] a bunch of problems with [Pandora] as far as I’m concerned. ... They dictate what you 
will spend and dictate what [jewelry items] you will carry, and don’t care if your Christmas order 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
http://www1.macys.com/campaign/social?campaign_id=160&channel_id=1
http://www.chamilia.com/us/en
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I don’t think Pandora’s charm bracelet sales 
will go down anytime soon. It is trendy, but 
with the money being spent on this product, 
folks will continue wearing them for many 
years. As with us, Pandora’s new lines will 
coordinate with their bracelet lines. 

Jeweler. International Company 
Texas 

shows up in April.” 
 “Fine jewelers [carrying Pandora] have made a huge mistake [selling a] $25 item that Pandora is 

hosing you for $12 on. You can’t run your business on that. An item that inexpensive needs a higher 
margin. In the end you won’t make money because it’s too low an average.” 

 “I think that jewelers made a huge mistake because everybody got into it. Even I didn’t carry [beads] 
until the spring of 2009 … and I did just because business was so bad. I was looking for anything to 
get people into the store. I bought into a bead line to generate some traffic. That being said, you can 
get them in gold so the price point can get pretty high pretty quickly. [Pandora is] not the only fish in 
the sea anymore.“ 

 “Chamilia and Troll[beads]—I don’t think they are a threat. Pandora is kind of like the Kleenex of the 
industry.” 

 “Knockoffs are never really a threat to anyone because everything has been knocked off forever. If 
some company likes to [believe] they won’t get knocked off, that’s a fantasy. ... Knocking off generally 
just enhances your brand. ... The cheapskates who buy the knockoffs, the companies never had that 
sale to begin with.” 

 “I would say Chamilia is the strongest of any of the major competition, but then I just saw ads for 
Kay’s carrying [Charmed Memories beads], which is another knockoff line. The designer lines that 
were really strong are not as strong now because of the cost.” 

 “In our store it’s not unusual for someone to come in and look at Chamilia beads and spend an hour 
and a half pawing through beads. That ties up a salesperson for that amount of time. When done, 
[we] ring up $100. I can [sell a] $5,000 to $15,000 [item] in that same period of time.” 
 

 International jewelry company jeweler, Texas 
This source credited Pandora with growing the charms and beads trend and said she recently sold more 
beadwork than expected. Her customers have been coordinating bracelets with earrings and necklaces, a 
trend that also could help Pandora and its new lines. She does not think Pandora’s current clientele will be 
swayed by any discount company. 

 “Pandora is part of the reason charms and 
beads are in such demand right now. I had 
a day-long showing this past Tuesday and 
sold 15% more bead work than I 
anticipated. It was a great day.” 

 “I don’t think Pandora’s charm bracelet 
sales will go down anytime soon. It is 
trendy, but with the money being spent on 
this product, folks will continue wearing 
them for many years. As with us, Pandora’s 
new lines will coordinate with their 
bracelet lines. The earrings and necklaces should continue selling just as well as the bracelets.” 

 “I think Pandora’s new earring line will only enhance their growth as women love to layer and 
coordinate.” 

 “People love collecting a specific line, so if someone gets the starter bracelet, then they will keep 
coming back for more. … A Pandora customer who loves all things Pandora will want to collect all the 
jewelry lines, be it bracelets or earrings.” 

 “[Pandora] products are a wonderful quality. … I know it can get expensive and most customers start 
with the bracelet and a few beads and then add to it. Pandora customers are not seeking discounts 
and will not be affected by discount products.” 

 “I think last year was the lowest in our jewelry sales, but this year is having growth. I expect next 
year to be even better.” 

 
 Jewelry stylist for a Pandora competitor, California 

This source believes charm bracelets are not a trend but are here to stay. Pandora will continue to grow 
through customer loyalty and new products. Her own sales have grown month to month since January and 
are expected to grow in 2011 as well. 

 “People wear charms every day. Some people will consider charm bracelets trendy because of the 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
http://www.kay.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/category%7C10101%7C10001%7C-1%7C21988%7C15055%7C15055.15096.21988%7CY
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Pandora has to reinvent themselves with 
new lines at the right prices. That’s why 
they are moving out of the lower-end 
stores and into high-end stores. Now, 
they have to keep up the marketing and 
advertising to sustain growth. I think 
they will. 

Master Jeweler 

past, but they are here to stay. We personalize our bracelets now. Most of us wear them everyday like 
we used to wear watches before cell phones came along.” 

 “Pandora will continue to thrive as they have great products and loyal customers.” 
 “Although the Pandora charms are known to have great quality, I believe our products are so much 

more fun and stylish.” 
 “I have not had a down slope. My sales increase each month and should continue to grow by leaps 

next year.” 
 “It doesn’t really matter how the economy is going. People who love jewelry buy it. Those people who 

love Pandora will continue to buy it.” 
 “People will buy charms for all occasions. They will buy it for gifts, and they will buy the new earrings 

to match.” 
 

 Department store sales clerk, California 
This source reported being “busier than ever” and said charm bracelets are not a fad. She said her store’s 
charm brand is doing well. 
Store Observations: The jewelry department had a lot of activity but no customers inquiring about the charm 
line. Some customers were gathered at the Fossil Inc. (FOSL) display and also near the gold and diamond fine-
jewelry cases. 

 “Charm bracelets are very popular. They have been popular since the 1950s. ... People like the idea of 
adding to them and changing them, and making them personal. I don’t think it’s a fad.” 

 “[Our charm] line is very popular. They are almost identical [to Pandora] if you look at them. The 
charms and the starter sets are very similar, and I think people love this concept.” 

 “[Our line] is doing well and should be just as popular as the other line. I don’t know if a whole store 
of [the brand’s] jewelry would work, but sales in the department are doing OK.” 

 “Sales are good. … I think we are up from last year … because I’ve been busier than ever.” 
 
 
Industry Expert 

 Master jeweler working for a well-known watch company and as a contractor for other fine jewelers 
This source believes Pandora’s bracelet line may fade in the next three years, partly because of growing 
competition. However, the company is in the process of reinventing itself as a high-end retailer and has hired 
top employees in the field. Pandora should continue to grow through the next 10 years through great 
marketing and advertising. This source has heard reports of lackluster sales for Pandora’s earrings and rings, 
which he said must be of higher quality to warrant their prices. 

 “The jewelry business bottomed out last year. It’s coming back at a very slow but steady rate. We’ve 
had some gain in sales across the board. We generally copy the economy.” 

 “Pandora is an exception to most of the jewelry companies. Their sales did not follow the economy as 
it exploded over the last five years. Pandora’s growth stage hit its height last year with the bracelets. 
That growth was not typical of the economy. I really think Pandora will continue growing through 
the next 10 years.” 

 “The Pandora customer is a younger woman, 
25 to 45 years old, with a higher-than-
average income.” 

 “Jewelry dealers are investing about $1 
million to open the Pandora-only store. 
These are the ‘big players.’ If they make that 
type of commitment, then they definitely 
feel good about the direction Pandora is 
going.” 

 “Other jewelers are leery of Pandora’s 
bracelets being a fad. My take is that 
[Pandora] needs to graduate from the beads into the next level. That’s what they are doing with their 
rings and earrings. My feedback on [the rings and earrings] is that they are not selling as well as the 
bracelets first did. They are just overpriced for what they are. Rings and earrings are everywhere at 
all pricing levels. Pandora has to reinvent themselves with new lines at the right prices. That’s why 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
http://www.fossil.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/HomeView?langId=-1&storeId=12052&catalogId=10052&N=0&cm_guid=1-_-100000000000000200705-_-5465308448&cm_mmc=Google2-_-Fossil-B_Fossil-B+-+Brand-_-fossil_5465308448-_-mkwid_100000000000000200705_5465308448%7C-%25
http://www.asia-gems.com/jewelry/jewelers.php
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Pandora is going to reinvent and be a good 
investment. I think the bracelets have had 
a good five-year run but may peak in the 
next three years. The new lines are what 
will sustain the company. The store-only 
investors are confident in the company. I 
share that confidence. 

Master Jeweler 

they are moving out of the lower-end stores and into high-end stores. Now, they have to keep up the 
marketing and advertising to sustain growth. I think they will.” 

 “Another reason the ‘fad’ term is being used is because of the Slide Bracelet, which was around 15 
years ago. It had the same concept as Pandora but lost its luster. That company did not keep its 
advertising going as they fell into the vicious circle of loosing sales, loosing profit and finally loosing 
advertising dollars.” 

 “I don’t believe Pandora will let this happen. Even if the new product sales don’t pick up as quickly as 
the bracelets, they will keep the advertising up enough to establish this reinvention of themselves 
into a high-end only company. They have to sustain this plan, or they will follow another circle of 
wanting more and more sales. They will partner with more retail jewelers going from a high-end 
[Signet’s] Jared’s to Macy’s to J.C. Penney’s to Sears [Holding Corp./SHLD] to Costco [Wholesale 
Corp./COST]; then they are back to being considered the low-end product.” 

 “Pandora is going to reinvent and be a good investment. I think the bracelets have had a good five-
year run but may peak in the next three years. The new lines are what will sustain the company. The 
store-only investors are confident in the company. I share that confidence.” 

 “They sell a higher-end product; however, the individual pieces are affordable. Thus, it’s an easy line 
to purchase. The retailers keep detailed 
records.” 

 “Pandora’s mission is to upgrade their 
dealers and image. They are pulling out 
from stores with lower images like the card 
shops. They are making a two-tier system: 
the Pandora-only stores, which is their 
white level, and the shop-in-shop level, 
which is called their Pandora Boutiques.” 

 “Pandora has promised its store-only 
investors that it will not go into the huge 
box stores like J.C. Penney. [Pandora is] 
pushing it with going into national retail chains like Jared. Jared is considered high-end, but it opens 
the door to national chains, which the store-only investors didn’t like at all. There are two sides to it 
though as Jared gives them even more marketing power through co-op advertising, which can only 
help the store-only investors.” 

 “Pandora is really investing in their sales force, so expansion is expected. They are not cutting 
corners in any part of the company. Their management and sales force are top-notch. They’ve even 
hired merchandisers to go into the stores to polish products and strengthen displays. That’s going 
above and beyond.” 

 “In a way, Pandora is causing a need for knockoffs. Since they are pulling out of the low-end stores, 
those retailers will partner with a competitor … to come in and take Pandora’s spot.” 

 “Another way Pandora helped in creating competition was when it partnered with Jared, it turned 
down Jared’s sister store, Kay Jewelers. In turn, the Kay stores created their own bead line called 
[Charmed] Memories. This line will work with the Pandora bracelets. That will take a little chunk out 
of Pandora’s customer base. I’m sure they expect it though. That’s why they are pushing their new 
products. They just need to bring up the quality of the new earrings and rings to meet their pricing.” 

 
 
ADDITIONAL SOURCES 

Industry Publication 
 A Nov. 8 Professional Jeweller article discussed Pandora’s October IPO. The reporter noted that Pandora’s 

brand will need to expand geographically and via other products and not be so reliant on charm bracelet 
sales. 
http://www.professionaljeweller.com/article-8583-is-pandora-floating-on-a-fad/  

 “Danish jewellery brand Pandora charmed investors with its successful initial public offering (IPO) 
this month but even before the celebratory champagne glasses were drained, talk turned to the 
sustainability of a brand built on a jewellery craze.” 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
http://slidebracelet.net/
http://www.jared.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/home%7C10451%7C10001%7C-1%7C?cm_mmc=google-_-keywords-_-branded_terms-_-jared
http://www.professionaljeweller.com/article-8583-is-pandora-floating-on-a-fad/
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Pandora’s collectable bracelets and charms 
accounted for 86 percent of its sales in the 
first half of the year. Therefore, some analysts 
believe that the challenge for Pandora now is 
to overcome its reliance on charm bracelets 
and to grow in emerging markets such as 
China and Eastern Europe. 

Professional Jeweller Article 

 “Pandora’s debut on the Copenhagen Stock Exchange on October 5 was one of Europe’s largest 
market listings this year, valuing the jewellery company at about US$5 billion (£3.15 billion).” 

 “Sydbank analyst Soren Lontoft Hansen believes the price was ‘fair’ but says he assumes strong 
prospects for the firm. And this is the debate.” 

 “Jyske Bank analyst Jens Thomsen says that for investors expecting that the jewellery brand can 
continue its success at undiminished strength and maintain its high growth rates and unique 
profitability over a number of years, Pandora is an attractive investment. 

 “But he adds that investors who believe that Pandora’s success is an intermediate phenomenon and 
that the company will not manage to ‘reinvent’ itself and create continuing growth, should instead 
select other investment opportunities.” 

 “As well as its dominance in the jewellery retail market, it is Pandora’s strong margins that caught 
the eye of many an investor. Pandora’s products are made cheaply by more than 3,300 employees in 
Thailand and are mostly sold to middle-income women aged between 25 and 55 in developed 
markets, particularly the US and Europe, at price points ranging from £100 to £1,000.” 

 “Financially, Pandora is in a strong 
position because it has almost no debt 
and benefits from a strong cash flow. 
While it is easy to be bewitched by 
Pandora’s very public successes, it is 
important to note that Pandora’s 
collectable bracelets and charms 
accounted for 86 percent of its sales in 
the first half of the year. Therefore, some 
analysts believe that the challenge for 
Pandora now is to overcome its reliance 
on charm bracelets and to grow in 
emerging markets such as China and Eastern Europe.” 

 “Thomsen says Pandora must be successful in new markets and, in the long term, the popular charms 
must be supplemented with other sales successes if the company’s high growth and profitability are 
to be maintained.” 

 “Despite the successful IPO, analysts have not been shy to raise concerns that Pandora’s charm 
bracelets could prove to be a fad, which could send the company’s impressive growth quickly into 
reverse. Fashion can be unpredictable, which raises uncertainties about the outlook for demand for 
Pandora’s big-selling charms, with some in the industry prophesying that this Christmas will be the 
last great hurrah for the charm phenomenon.” 

 “Pandora, however, has rejected any notion of a fad, saying that its goal now is to outperform others 
as a branded goods maker, and the brand is already actively trying to widen its product range.” 

 “At The Jewellery Show at Spring Fair International in February Pandora unveiled a range of 
sunglasses but these have yet to reach the market, with the brand delaying delivery because of 
quality issues.” 

 “Next on the brand’s product development calendar will be the launch of Swiss made watches with 
interchangeable bezels and straps that it is aiming to take to market in time for Valentine’s Day 2011. 
These too have faced production problems with Pandora unable to brand the watches due to a 
watchmaker already on the market with a similar logo. Instead, it plans to add a signature black 
diamond to the crown of each Pandora watch.” 

 “Thanks to the IPO, Pandora, which had 2009 sales of 3.46 billion krone (£411.8 million), has raised 
600 million krone (£71.4 million) to finance such product and geographical development, but the 
cost of this cash boost will be intense scrutiny and a loss of control.” 

 
 An Oct. 26 Ezine article highlighted Pandora’s new line of watches, noting the several styles and 

interchangeable bezels and bands. 
http://ezinearticles.com/?New-Pandora-Jewelry-Watches&id=5264553  

 “Pandora jewelry has just released a brand new line of watches, and true to form many have 
interchangeable parts, just like their other jewelry lines. With some of the watches there are 
interchangeable bezels, and with others there are interchangeable watch bands.” 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
http://ezinearticles.com/?New-Pandora-Jewelry-Watches&id=5264553
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 “The Imagine watches are the main ones that have interchangeable bezels … different bezels 
available including gold, silver, gold with black diamonds, gold with white diamonds, silver with 
black diamonds and silver with white diamonds.” 

 “The Sports watch looks great with its black watch face and easy to read numbers. You can not only 
choose the bezel, but you can choose which type of watch band you would like also.” 

 “The Pure Slimline watch. It is not terribly outstanding, being a fairly simple watch and watch face 
with a nice, easy to read face. The bands are available in several different colors including white, 
pink, black, and champagne colors and as with the Imagine line these bands are interchangeable.” 

 “Petite Square and Petite Circle watches though the face itself is a little harder to read. This line has a 
double leather watchband, very small and thin to match the overall style of the watch. Bands are 
available in several different classy colors. 

 “Finally, the Pandora Double Oblong watch is also quite small and feminine with a longer oblong 
shaped watch face. This features interchangeable double leather straps—though they are slightly 
wider than those on the Petite line of watches.” 

 
 

Blogs 
 Some readers of the DC Urban Moms and Dads blog stated that Pandora’s charm bracelets were only a fad 

while another reader believed the jewelry had broad appeal. 
http://www.dcurbanmom.com/jforum/posts/list/15/109696.page  

 “I got one of these … nearly two years ago. ... I must confess that I have NEVER worn it once. I should 
probably sell it … just not my style.  To me it feels like the equivalent of the newest fad bracelets that 
grade-school girls wear.” 

 “Just googled this bracelet. They are pretty expensive. Why would one buy a commercialized, one-
stop-shop charm bracelet? It is SO much more fun to buy a gold link bracelet and add charms from all 
over the world over the years. I started my charm bracelet in 5th grade!! I have swapped out many 
charms over the years, leaving some of the originals and buying new ones. I have charms from Italy, 
France, Cape Cod, New York, graduations, my golden birthday, etc. It seems like this Pandora takes all 
the fun out of it. ... The bracelet cannot really change with your style. I like that I can stick with my 
traditional charms or add more modern ones.” 

 “I think it has broad appeal. I know lots of high school girls who have them. I’ve got them (since my 
30s). And my mother’s generation is just getting into them. They are made out of very high quality 
materials and are very durable and long lasting. I have 3 bracelets that have different looks, from 
casual to very dressy. And tons of extra beads that I switch out when I feel like it, which changes the 
whole look.” 

 
 A Nov. 19 post on The Source Jewelers blog discussed Pandora’s Unforgettable Moments video, which 

showcased Pandora’s marketing skills. 
http://www.thesourcejewelers.com/blog/?tag=pandora-jewelry 

 “If there’s one thing Pandora Jewelry really knows, it’s how to appeal to women.” 
 “With this video, though, they’ve really outdone themselves. It’s absolutely gorgeous from start to 

finish. Beautiful people, beautiful concept, beautiful camera shots.” 
 “Although their jewelry is showcased throughout, it isn’t the focus of the advertisement. The focus is 

on the moments themselves. Our jewelry, like a great friend, accompanies us through our most 
unforgettable moments. Pandora knows this, and that’s what makes the video shine.” 

 
 
NEXT STEPS 

Blueshift will gauge the success of and customers’ responses to Pandora’s non-charm jewelry, including its 
watch line and Compose earrings. We also will monitor Pandora’s focus on transitioning away from smaller 
low-end retailers to high-end retailers. No source reported discounts for Pandora’s products, and we will 
determine whether discounts continue to be absent going forward. 
 
 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Blueshift-Ideas/187222555747
http://www.dcurbanmom.com/jforum/posts/list/15/109696.page
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9RD3h5xhLM
http://www.thesourcejewelers.com/blog/?tag=pandora-jewelry
http://www.pandora.net/en-US/pandora-company
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